







• European Project, funded by H2020 program: 
• http://www.imac-project.eu/
• How to efficiently integrate accessibility within immersive media
• Omnidirectional Audio and Video, VR
• Services: (audio) subtitling, audio description, sign language
• Assistive technologies (guiding mechanisms, augmentation, voice
recognition, AI…)
• Media Processing Techniques
• Personalized Services, based on needs / preferences




2) development and integration















































• Requirements to enable truly inclusive + accesible media services?
• How current (immersive) technologies and systems can be 
augmented in order to seamlessly integrate and support 
accessibility services?
• How to simultaneously manage (all?) accessibility services? 
• What personalization features should be provided in order to meet 
particular users’ needs and/or preferences?
• What kind of assistive technologies should be adopted?
• Which presentation modes for accessibility contents are better 
suited in the envisioned scenarios?
• What are the comfortable viewing fields for accessibility contents, 
especially when using HMDs?






• ImAc Production /Editing Tools:
• Editors for Subtitling, Audio Description and Sign Language in 360º videos
• Metadata Models + Signaling






• Immersive / Omnidirectional Media
• Accessibility Services
• User Interface + Interaction Features
• Traditional + Low-Sighted Menu
• Universal Accessible (Text-based) Icons
• Personalization Features
• Assistive Technologies
• Voice Recognition + Control
• Magnification
• Media Processing Techniques
• Integration with current standards / techs
• Web-based tech and formats (DASH, IMSC)
• HbbTV 2.0.1 (Multi-Screen Scenario)
2D + 360º Video
ImAc Player
2D + Spatial Audio
Sign Language Video Audio Description









































































DISCOVERY & ASSOCIATION & APP LAUNCHING 






• ImAc Player – Traditional UI
End-to-End Platform
• ImAc Player – Low-Sighted UI
End-to-End Platform
• ImAc Player UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBLE ICONS
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